STAFF REPORT
Application: Variance to construct a 16’ x 22’ addition to an existing dwelling
approximately 12.4 feet from a side lot line (min. 15 feet required) and 48.4 feet from
Pleasant Lake (min. 75 feet required). Impervious coverage to be reduced from 26.9% to
24.9% (max. 25% allowed).
Eric Stack

Applicant:

Agenda Item: 4(d)
Background Information:



Proposal: The applicants are proposing to construct a 16’ x 22’ one-story addition to
their existing 1,104 sq ft dwelling that would create additional bedroom and office
space.
The proposed addition would bring the dwelling to within 12.4-14.7 feet of the side
lot line (min. 15 feet required) and would lie within 48.4 feet of Pleasant Lake (min.
75 feet required). The addition would be about 12-13 feet further back from the lake
than the existing dwelling.
As part of the proposal, the applicant would offset the additional impervious
coverage by removing about 420 sq ft of existing bituminous parking area. This
would bring total impervious coverage down to 24.9% from the existing 26.9%.
Building coverage would increase to 14.9% from 13% (max. 15% allowed).



Location:
o Property address: 11847 89TH STREET NW, Annandale
o Sec/Twp/Range: 19-121-27
o Parcel number(s): 206048000070



Zoning: R1 - Urban/Rural Transition/S2 - Residential-Recreational Shorelands,
Pleasant Lake (General Development lake)



Lot size: Approx. 10,850 sq ft (0.25 acres) according to provided survey
Existing Impervious Coverage:


Buildings: About 1,412 sq ft (13.0%)



Total: About 2,928 sq ft (26.9%)

Proposed Impervious Coverage:


Buildings: About 1,612 sq ft (14.86%)



Total: About 2,707 sq ft (24.95%)

Septic System Status: There is an existing system on the property that meets state
minimum requirements for the resulting 3 bedroom home, but not Wright County
standards. They are proposing to used time dosing rather than enlarging the system.
Wright County staff is reviewing that proposal.
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Natural Features:
o

Floodplain: The existing and proposed structures are not within an
identified floodplain. The ordinance, however, requires that the lowest
floor of a dwelling be constructed at least four (4) feet above the highest
known water level. That would require an elevation of 1046.1 for the
lowest floor. It appears that the proposed lowest floor elevation of the
addition would be at or near 1048.4.

o

Bluff/Steep Slopes: The lot does not contain a bluff or steep slopes.

o

Wetlands: There do not appear to be any wetlands that would impact this
proposal.

Permit History:
o

1960 – Apparent date home was constructed (Assessor’s records)

o

1999 - Shallow well sealed

o

1999 – Septic system installed

o

2015 – Septic system compliance inspection

Applicable Statutes/Ordinances:
Minnesota Statutes
462.357 (2011) OFFICIAL CONTROLS: ZONING ORDINANCE.
Subd. 6. Appeals and adjustments.
Appeals to the board of appeals and adjustments may be taken by any
affected person upon compliance with any reasonable conditions imposed by the
zoning ordinance. The board of appeals and adjustments has the following powers
with respect to the zoning ordinance:
(1) To hear and decide appeals where it is alleged that there is an error in any
order, requirement, decision, or determination made by an administrative officer
in the enforcement of the zoning ordinance.
(2) To hear requests for variances from the requirements of the zoning
ordinance including restrictions placed on nonconformities. Variances shall only
be permitted when they are in harmony with the general purposes and intent of
the ordinance and when the variances are consistent with the comprehensive plan.
Variances may be granted when the applicant for the variance establishes that
there are practical difficulties in complying with the zoning ordinance. "Practical
difficulties," as used in connection with the granting of a variance, means that the
property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable manner not
permitted by the zoning ordinance; the plight of the landowner is due to
circumstances unique to the property not created by the landowner; and the
variance, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality. Economic
considerations alone do not constitute practical difficulties. Practical difficulties
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include, but are not limited to, inadequate access to direct sunlight for solar
energy systems. Variances shall be granted for earth sheltered construction as
defined in section 216C.06, subdivision 14, when in harmony with the ordinance.
The board of appeals and adjustments or the governing body as the case may be,
may not permit as a variance any use that is not allowed under the zoning
ordinance for property in the zone where the affected person's land is located. The
board or governing body as the case may be, may permit as a variance the
temporary use of a one family dwelling as a two family dwelling. The board or
governing body as the case may be may impose conditions in the granting of
variances. A condition must be directly related to and must bear a rough
proportionality to the impact created by the variance.
Corinna Township/Wright County Regulations
502. APPEALS AND BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
502.4

Findings
(1)

The Board of Adjustment must review variance petitions and consider the
following factors prior to finding that a practical difficulty has been
presented. The applicant must provide a statement of evidence
addressing the following elements to the extent they are relevant to the
applicant’s situation.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

The granting of the variance will be in harmony with the County
Land Use Plan.
The property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable
manner not permitted by an official control.
The plight of the owner is due to circumstances unique to the
property not created by the owner.
The proposal does not alter the essential character of the locality.
The practical difficulty cannot be alleviated by a method other
than a variance; and.
The granting of the variance will not adversely affect the
environmental quality of the area.

The Board of Adjustment may grant a variance if it finds that all of the above factors
have been established. The Board of Adjustment must not approve a variance request
unless the applicant proves all of the above factors and established that there are
practical difficulties in complying with official controls. The burden of proof of these
matters rests completely on the applicant.
403.

LOT COVERAGE
Not more than fifteen (15) percent of a lot may be covered by buildings
(including covered porches or other roofed structures) and not more than
twenty-five (25) percent of lot may be covered by impervious surfaces, including
all structures, decks and pavement areas except as provided in Section 608, 609,
and 610.
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605.

URBAN/RURAL TRANSITIONAL R-1

605.5

Performance Standards
(3)

Side Yard Regulations:
There shall be a minimum side yard of fifteen (15) feet for principal uses
(including attached decks or garages) and ten (10) feet for accessory uses
unless the building is housing livestock, then the setback is 100 feet for
livestock buildings.

612.

SHORELAND ZONING REGULATIONS

612.5

Shoreland Performance Standards

(1) General Performance Standard for Lakes
(a) General Development Minimum Standards:
Structure setback from OWHL
Height
Elevation of lowest floor
above highest known water level
(livable structures only)
Water Oriented Accessory
Structure setback from OWHL

75 ft.
2 1/2 stories (35 ft.)
4 ft.
10 ft.

Findings of Fact: The following findings of fact are presented by Staff for consideration
by the Board of Adjustment:
1. Will the granting of the variance be in harmony with the general purposes and
intent of the Corinna Township Land Use (Zoning) and/or Subdivision
Ordinance?
Needs discussion (lake setback): The spirit and intent of the ordinance (lake
setback), according to the DNRs SONAR statement in 1989, is:
“In general, structure setbacks are needed to provide an adequate
distance between the development of a shoreland area and the adjacent
waterbody or near blufftops to control the resource damaging effects of
non-point source pollution. Soil erosion and subsequent sedimentation
in water bodies and the loading of nutrients, toxics and other pollutants
to the water body from shoreland area surface water runoff are
examples of non-point source pollution.”
The proposed setback for the house would be reasonably consistent with the
intent of the ordinance in that it would be further back than the existing dwelling
setback. However, the Township generally seeks to avoid placing more structure
within a lake setback when possible and feasible and the proposed home is
already closer to the lake than that of the two neighboring lots.
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Needs discussion (side yard setback): The spirit and intent of the ordinance
(side yard setback) is to require some space between buildings and other
improvements and the adjacent lot and to maintain space between structures. Its’
intent is also to maintain consistency from one property to the next in this
setback.
The proposed setback of 12.4-14.7 feet is reasonable given that the addition
would represent the most logical direction for extending the dwelling given the
current roof configuration. However, the addition would reduce the space
between the existing well on the property and the dwelling to about 8-10 feet –
limiting the space necessary for maintenance of the well or getting
equipment/vehicles around to the lakeside of the home without going onto
neighboring properties.
2. Will the granting of the variance be consistent with the Corinna Township
Comprehensive Plan?
Needs discussion: The Comprehensive Plan states the following as strategies to
“protect, preserve, and enhance lake water quality”:
o

Require on-site storm water retention and erosion-control plans for all
new lakeshore development and redevelopment of existing sites, to
ensure that storm water runoff is properly managed and treated before
entering surface waters.


o

Seek ways to ensure that new development, landscaping, or other
alterations on lakeshore properties preserve and/or provide for the
planting of native trees and shoreline vegetation.


o

Comment: The application would not appear to require the
removal of any trees.

Require the use of best management practices as outlined by the
Minnesota DNR, University of Minnesota Extension, or other appropriate
agencies during the development and re-development of all property in
the Township to prevent erosion and sedimentation that eventually
reaches area lakes and wetlands through ditches, direct runoff, or other
means.


o

Comment: The applicant has preliminarily indicated to Staff that
they can install gutters and direct them to appropriate areas to
allow for infiltration and/or filtration before water enters the
lake. They are open to other plans as well.

Comment: See comments above.

Limit the amount of grading and filling in the shoreland area so as to
minimize the disturbance of soil and prevent erosion.


Comment: It does not appear that any significant grading will be
necessary to construct the proposed addition.

3. Is the proposed use of the property reasonable?
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Needs discussion (all requested variances). The desire to have a larger house is
reasonable in that the existing dwelling and garage are relatively small and the
resulting home size would not be unreasonable given the size of neighboring
homes.
4. Is the plight of the landowner due to circumstances unique to the property not
created by the landowner?
Yes. The need for the variances is due largely to the location of the existing house
(built in 1960) and the lot size.
5. Will the variance, if granted, alter the essential character of the locality?
Needs discussion. While there are other homes in the immediate area that are
similar in size to the proposed dwelling, the existing dwelling on this lot is closer
to the lake than the two surrounding homes and most of the other homes in the
neighborhood. The addition itself will be further back than neighboring homes,
but would add to the width of the home as viewed from the lake.
6. Are economic considerations the only reason the applicant cannot meet the strict
requirements of the ordinance?
No. The need for the variance is due to other factors mentioned in #4 above.
7. Could the practical difficulty be alleviated by a feasible method other than a
variance (taking into account economic considerations)?
Needs discussion: To avoid the need for the side yard variance, it could be
reasonable to have a slightly smaller addition (it would have to be reduced to
approx. 2.6 feet to meet the required side yard setback). An addition to the road
side of the existing home may also be theoretically possible, although perhaps
not ideal with the layout of the existing home and roof. It would not be possible
to construct an addition to the house that met the 75 foot lake setback.
8. Will the granting of the variance adversely affect the environmental quality of the
area?
Needs discussion. The proposal would place more building coverage in close
proximity to the lake. However, the existing topography lends itself well to
having rainwater from the roof directed to areas where it could infiltrate via
gutters. Total impervious coverage on the lot would also be reduced so as to
comply with the 25% limit.
Board of Adjustment Direction: The Board of Adjustment may approve the variance
request, deny the request(s), or table the request(s) if the Board should need additional
information from the applicant. If the Board should approve or deny the request, the
Board should state the findings which support either of these actions.
Staff Recommendation: Based on the findings of fact noted above, Staff recommends
approval of the side yard setback variance and the lake setback variance provided that
the Board doesn’t find an addition to the road side of the dwelling feasible. Even in that
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case, a lake setback variance would be required, although it would be closer to 68-69 feet
instead of 48-49 feet.
If the application or some version of the application is approved, Staff would
recommend consideration for the following conditions of approval (or tabling of the
application to allow for review of revised plans consistent with the following):
1. That the applicant directs all water from the roof of the dwelling addition to the
road side of the property or other appropriate location such that it would allow
for maximum reasonable infiltration without negatively affecting the lake or
neighboring properties. A plan shall be submitted to the Zoning Administrator
for review and approval prior to issuance of a building permit.
2. Building and impervious coverage on the lot must be compliant with the
requirements of the Land Use Ordinance (15% max for buildings, 25% maximum
for total impervious).
3. Erosion and sedimentation control measures must be installed and maintained
until the construction areas have been stabilized. These shall include at a
minimum silt fences between any areas of disturbance (if there will be any) and
the lake as well as to any neighboring properties which are downslope of the
disturbed areas. Once disturbed areas are no longer being used for construction
purposes, these shall be covered with mulch, erosion control blankets, hydroseed
or other forms of temporary cover until vegetation is re-established.
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Wright County, MN
Overview

Legend
Roads
CSAHCL
CTYCL
MUNICL
PRIVATECL
TWPCL
Highways
Interstate
State Hwy
US Hwy
City/Township Limits
c
t
Parcels
Water

180 ft

Parcel ID
206048000070
Alternate ID n/a
Sec/Twp/Rng
19-121-027
Class
151 - SEASONAL RES REC
Property Address 11847 89TH ST NW
Acreage
n/a
ANNANDALE
District
n/a
Brief Tax Description
Sect-19 Twp-121 Range-027 JACKSON'S PARK Lot-007
(Note: Not to be used on legal documents)
Date created: 5/3/2016
Developed by
The Schneider Corporation

Owner Address STACK,ERIC J & NANCY L
2124 HALLI RD
SHAKOPEE, MN 55379

LEGEND

Traverse PC

STAFF REPORT
Application: Variance to replace an existing 12’ x 20’ detached garage with an attached
22’ x 24’ two-story garage approx. 50 feet from Sugar Lake (min. 75 ft required), 2.5 feet
from a side lot line (min. 15 feet required), and 20 feet from the centerline of a township
(min. 65 ft required). Building coverage to increase from approx. 20% to 23% (max. 15%
allowed) and total impervious coverage to increase from approx. 31-32% to 32-33%.
Steven and Diane Wiltermuth

Applicant:

Agenda Item: 4(e)
Background Information:



Proposal: The applicants are proposing to replace an existing 12’ x 20’ detached
garage with an attached 22’ x 24’ two-story garage that would provide them
additional storage space as well as an above-ground storm shelter. In order to offset
some of the 288 additional sq ft of impervious coverage on the lot, they have
indicated they would remove 220 sq ft of the existing deck and install a 120 sq ft rain
garden.
The proposed garage would also need variances from the lake setback, the side lot
line and the township road.



Location:



Zoning: R1 - Urban/Rural Transition/S2 - Residential-Recreational Shorelands,
Sugar Lake (General Development lake)



Lot size: Approx. 7,162 sq ft (0.2 acres) according to 2004 survey

i. Property address: 11955 HART AVE NW, Annandale
ii. Sec/Twp/Range: 02-121-27
iii. Parcel number(s): 206000021105

Existing Impervious Coverage:


Buildings: About 1,433 sq ft (20.0%)



Total: About 2,247 sq ft (31.4%)

Proposed Impervious Coverage:


Buildings: About 1,672 sq ft (23.3%)



Total: About 2,306 sq ft (32.2%)

Septic System Status: There is an existing system on the property that was installed
in 2005 and has an operating permit that requires monitoring. It was last monitored
in August 2015.



Natural Features:
o

Floodplain: The existing and proposed structures are not within an
identified floodplain. The ordinance, however, requires that the lowest
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floor of a dwelling be constructed at least four (4) feet above the highest
known water level. Attached garages are not required to meet this
elevation, but if it were ever converted to living space it would. The
required elevation in that case would be 993.74 for the lowest floor. It
appears that the proposed lowest floor elevation of the addition would be
below that level.



o

Bluff/Steep Slopes: The lot does not contain a bluff or steep slopes.

o

Wetlands: There do not appear to be any wetlands that would impact this
proposal.

Permit History:
o

1987 – Septic system install

o

1998 – Septic system compliance inspection

o

2004 – Variance application – withdrawn

o

2004 – Variance application – approved

o

2005 – Construct single-family dwelling

o

2005 - Septic system compliance inspection

Applicable Statutes/Ordinances:
Minnesota Statutes
462.357 (2011) OFFICIAL CONTROLS: ZONING ORDINANCE.
Subd. 6. Appeals and adjustments.
Appeals to the board of appeals and adjustments may be taken by any
affected person upon compliance with any reasonable conditions imposed by the
zoning ordinance. The board of appeals and adjustments has the following powers
with respect to the zoning ordinance:
(1) To hear and decide appeals where it is alleged that there is an error in any
order, requirement, decision, or determination made by an administrative officer
in the enforcement of the zoning ordinance.
(2) To hear requests for variances from the requirements of the zoning
ordinance including restrictions placed on nonconformities. Variances shall only
be permitted when they are in harmony with the general purposes and intent of
the ordinance and when the variances are consistent with the comprehensive plan.
Variances may be granted when the applicant for the variance establishes that
there are practical difficulties in complying with the zoning ordinance. "Practical
difficulties," as used in connection with the granting of a variance, means that the
property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable manner not
permitted by the zoning ordinance; the plight of the landowner is due to
circumstances unique to the property not created by the landowner; and the
variance, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality. Economic
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considerations alone do not constitute practical difficulties. Practical difficulties
include, but are not limited to, inadequate access to direct sunlight for solar
energy systems. Variances shall be granted for earth sheltered construction as
defined in section 216C.06, subdivision 14, when in harmony with the ordinance.
The board of appeals and adjustments or the governing body as the case may be,
may not permit as a variance any use that is not allowed under the zoning
ordinance for property in the zone where the affected person's land is located. The
board or governing body as the case may be, may permit as a variance the
temporary use of a one family dwelling as a two family dwelling. The board or
governing body as the case may be may impose conditions in the granting of
variances. A condition must be directly related to and must bear a rough
proportionality to the impact created by the variance.
Corinna Township/Wright County Regulations
502. APPEALS AND BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
502.4

Findings
(1)

The Board of Adjustment must review variance petitions and consider the
following factors prior to finding that a practical difficulty has been
presented. The applicant must provide a statement of evidence
addressing the following elements to the extent they are relevant to the
applicant’s situation.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

The granting of the variance will be in harmony with the County
Land Use Plan.
The property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable
manner not permitted by an official control.
The plight of the owner is due to circumstances unique to the
property not created by the owner.
The proposal does not alter the essential character of the locality.
The practical difficulty cannot be alleviated by a method other
than a variance; and.
The granting of the variance will not adversely affect the
environmental quality of the area.

The Board of Adjustment may grant a variance if it finds that all of the above factors
have been established. The Board of Adjustment must not approve a variance request
unless the applicant proves all of the above factors and established that there are
practical difficulties in complying with official controls. The burden of proof of these
matters rests completely on the applicant.
403.

LOT COVERAGE
Not more than fifteen (15) percent of a lot may be covered by buildings
(including covered porches or other roofed structures) and not more than
twenty-five (25) percent of lot may be covered by impervious surfaces, including
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all structures, decks and pavement areas except as provided in Section 608, 609,
and 610.
605.

URBAN/RURAL TRANSITIONAL R-1
(1)

Height Regulations:
No building hereafter erected shall exceed two and one-half (2 1/2)
stories or thirty five (35) feet in height.

(2)

Front Yard Regulations:
(a) Required Setback Distance

(3)

Required Setback
Distance From Road
Centerline

Required Setback
Distance From
Road Centerline
for Livestock
Buildings

Road Class

65

100

Local Street (Twp.
Rd.)

Side Yard Regulations:
There shall be a minimum side yard of fifteen (15) feet for principal uses
(including attached decks or garages) and ten (10) feet for accessory uses
unless the building is housing livestock, then the setback is 100 feet for
livestock buildings.

612.

SHORELAND ZONING REGULATIONS

612.5

Shoreland Performance Standards

(1) General Performance Standard for Lakes
(a) General Development Minimum Standards:
Structure setback from OWHL
Height
Elevation of lowest floor
above highest known water level
(livable structures only)

75 ft.
2 1/2 stories (35 ft.)

4 ft.

Water Oriented Accessory
Structure setback from OWHL

10 ft.

Findings of Fact: The following findings of fact are presented by Staff for consideration
by the Board of Adjustment:
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1. Will the granting of the variance be in harmony with the general purposes and
intent of the Corinna Township Land Use (Zoning) and/or Subdivision
Ordinance?
No (impervious coverage): The spirit and intent of the ordinance (impervious surface
limit) is to help protect lake water quality by allowing more stormwater runoff to infiltrate
into the ground. The intent is also presumably to prevent wide disparities in the size of
buildings on similarly sized lots.

The spirit and intent of the ordinance (building coverage limit) is to create uniformity in
the percentage of a lot that is covered by buildings/roofed structures on a lot and to help
ensure that, when added to necessary other impervious surfaces that typically come with
development, the overall 25% maximum impervious coverage is not exceeded.

The proposed changes to the lot would increase both building and impervious
coverage even higher than what they are now, which is significantly above the
limits required by ordinance. Further, it appears that the property has more
building coverage than it was supposed to have after the 2004 variance granted
by Wright County. Both the minutes of that meeting and the permit issued to
actually construct the house indicate that the roadside covered porch was not
supposed to be a covered porch. In addition, the original variance application
and minutes showing discussion at the hearing indicated that the only building
that was to be on the property was the house – all others were to be removed.
The final wording of the County’s action did not state this specifically however.
Needs discussion (lake, side yard, and road setbacks): The spirit and intent of
the ordinance (lake setback), according to the DNRs SONAR statement in 1989,
is:
“In general, structure setbacks are needed to provide an adequate
distance between the development of a shoreland area and the adjacent
waterbody or near blufftops to control the resource damaging effects of
non-point source pollution. Soil erosion and subsequent sedimentation
in water bodies and the loading of nutrients, toxics and other pollutants
to the water body from shoreland area surface water runoff are
examples of non-point source pollution.”
The proposed setback for the house would be reasonably consistent with the
intent of the ordinance in that it would be further back than the existing dwelling
setback. However, the Township generally seeks to avoid placing more structure
within a lake setback when possible and feasible and the proposed home is
already very close to the lake.
The spirit and intent of the ordinance (side yard setback) is to require some space
between buildings and other improvements and the adjacent lot and to maintain
space between structures. Its’ intent is also to maintain consistency from one
property to the next in this setback.
The proposed setback of less than 3 feet is inconsistent with the intent of
provding reasonable space to adjacent property lines. While there are many
small lots on this part of the lake and some buildings have setback about as close
to the line, the proposed garage is 10 feet wider than the existing garage and
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could reasonably be reduced in width to achieve a greater setback from the side
lot line.
The spirit and intent of the ordinance (road setback) for buildings is to help
ensure adequate space for road maintenance activities (i.e. snowplowing, road
grading, ditch spraying, etc…), to prevent damage to property and promote public
safety should a vehicle drive off the road and to allow adequate space for parking
of vehicles on driveways without endangering public safety.
In other zoning districts where development occurs more densely, the ordinance
allows for setbacks from the right-of-way of a road as low as 20 feet. This is
presumably to allow adequate space for a vehicle to park on the driveway without
impinging on the road right-of-way.
The proposed garage would be about the same distance back from the road as
the current garage, although it would be wider. The road is a dead-end road that
does not have much traffic and is not maintained by the Township.
2. Will the granting of the variance be consistent with the Corinna Township
Comprehensive Plan?
No: The Comprehensive Plan does not directly address issues related to setbacks
and impervious coverage. However, it does list the following as a general goal:
o

Ensure that any land use regulations adopted by Corinna Township meet
the goals of the Comprehensive Plan and are understandable, fairly
applied, and implemented in a clear, consistent manner.


Comment: Allowing a property which already significantly
exceeds building and impervious coverage limits, and possibly is
doing so in violation of previously granted variances and
permits would not be implementing ordinances in a consistent
manner.

The Comprehensive Plan states the following as strategies to “protect, preserve,
and enhance lake water quality”:
o

Require on-site storm water retention and erosion-control plans for all
new lakeshore development and redevelopment of existing sites, to
ensure that storm water runoff is properly managed and treated before
entering surface waters.


o

Comment: The applicant has proposed removing some
impervious coverage close to the lake and installing a rain
garden.

Seek ways to ensure that new development, landscaping, or other
alterations on lakeshore properties preserve and/or provide for the
planting of native trees and shoreline vegetation.
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o

Require the use of best management practices as outlined by the
Minnesota DNR, University of Minnesota Extension, or other appropriate
agencies during the development and re-development of all property in
the Township to prevent erosion and sedimentation that eventually
reaches area lakes and wetlands through ditches, direct runoff, or other
means.


o

Comment: See comments above.

Limit the amount of grading and filling in the shoreland area so as to
minimize the disturbance of soil and prevent erosion.


Comment: It does not appear that any significant grading will be
necessary to construct the proposed garage addition.

3. Is the proposed use of the property reasonable?
No. Given the very small size of the lot and the fact that the site already
significantly exceeds building and impervious coverage limits, it would not be
reasonable to add more building and impervious coverage.
4. Is the plight of the landowner due to circumstances unique to the property not
created by the landowner?
Yes. The need for the variances is due primarily to the very small size of the lot.
5. Will the variance, if granted, alter the essential character of the locality?
Yes. Given the very small size of the lot and the fact that the site already
significantly exceeds building and impervious coverage limits, it would not be
reasonable to add more building and impervious coverage. In addition, another
two-story building located so close to the lake would arguably alter the character
of the locality.
6. Are economic considerations the only reason the applicant cannot meet the strict
requirements of the ordinance?
No. The need for the variance is due to other factors mentioned in #4 above.
7. Could the practical difficulty be alleviated by a feasible method other than a
variance (taking into account economic considerations)?
Yes: The applicant could request a garage that is no larger than what already
exists on the property, although as noted before there is some question as to
whether the existing garage is even supposed to be on the lot as per the 2004
Wright County variance.
8. Will the granting of the variance adversely affect the environmental quality of the
area?
Yes. The proposal would place even more impervious coverage within close
proximity to the lake than what already exists, which is in excess of what is
normally allowed on a lot. While the proposed rain garden and removal of part
of the existing open deck could help mitigate some of this, it would still be a net
increase in coverage that would negatively impact the lake.
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Board of Adjustment Direction: The Board of Adjustment may approve the variance
request, deny the request(s), or table the request(s) if the Board should need additional
information from the applicant. If the Board should approve or deny the request, the
Board should state the findings which support either of these actions.
Staff Recommendation: Based on the findings of fact noted above, Staff recommends
denial of all variance requests.
In addition, it appears clear that the covered porch on the road side of the dwelling was
not to have been constructed as per the 2004 Wright County variance and the
subsequent permit application. That portion of the roof should be removed.
The issue of whether any other buildings should be located on the property besides the
home could also be addressed. A copy of the minutes and relevant drawings from the
2004 variance hearing have been attached.
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Wright County, MN
Overview

Legend
Roads
CSAHCL
CTYCL
MUNICL
PRIVATECL
TWPCL
Highways
Interstate
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90 ft

Parcel ID
206000021105
Alternate ID n/a
Owner Address WILTERMUTH,STEVEN E & DIANE J
Sec/Twp/Rng
02-121-027
Class
201 - RESIDENTIAL
11955 HART AVE NW
Property Address 11955 HART AVE NW
Acreage
0.14
ANNANDALE, MN 55302
ANNANDALE
District
n/a
Brief Tax Description
Sect-02 Twp-121 Range-027 UNPLATTED LAND CORINNA TWP .14 AC TH PRT OF GOV LT2DES COM NW COR TH
N90D E ALG N LN 1407.66FT TH S0D0'0"E133FT TH N90D E49.82FT TH S53D09'58"E E158.34FT TO POB TH CONT
S53D 09'58"E100.04FT TH S68D49'20"W TO SHRLN OF SUGAR LK TH NWLY ALG SD SHRLN TO INT/SEC OF LN WH
BRS S50D18'01"W FR POB TH N 50D18'01"E ALG SD LN TO POB
(Note: Not to be used on legal documents)
Date created: 5/3/2016
Developed by
The Schneider Corporation

STAFF REPORT
Application: Request to remove a condition on the previously approved conditional use
permit for the “Danielson’s Rolling Ridge Acres” planned unit development regulating
detached accessory buildings as per R-1 zoning standards and allowing them to be
regulated as per the Agricultural/Residential zoning district.
Applicant:

Corinna Township

Agenda Item: 4(f)
Background Information:



Proposal: Due to a recent request from one of the landowners in the “Danielson’s
Rolling Ridge Acres” development to construct a 2,400 sq ft storage building, the
Township became aware of a condition that was placed on those properties at the
time they were approved. The development was approved by conditional use permit
as a planned unit development.
The relevant condition of approval imposed by Wright County stated:
“Accessory buildings on all lots shall be regulated by the standards for R-1
zoning, and no accessory building may be constructed until the applicant shows
that both a primary and secondary sewage treatment site are being maintained
on the lot.”
After presenting this information to the Town Board, the Board has directed the
Planning Commission to hold a public hearing to consider whether this condition
should be changed, removed or left in place after allowing residents in the area to
express their thoughts.



Location:



Zoning: AR – Agricultural/Residential with a Rural PUD overlay



Lot size and General Description: Lots within the development range from approx.
1.61 to 2.05 acres in size. Four of out the six buildable lots have homes constructed on
them. None have detached garages or sheds larger than a garden shed at the present
time. The 27 acre parcel to the west is part of the subdivision, but has since been
annexed into the City of Annandale and is subject to city zoning regulations. The
land to the east is the Kadabra development, which was also approved as a planned
unit development and has buildable lots ranging from about 2 acres to 5.8 acres
generally. That development is zoned R2a and had a condition limiting buildings to
R-2 standards if less than 5 acres and R2a standards for lots larger than 5 acres (due
to a recent County ordinance amendment, neither of those would restrict the size of
any one building to less than what is allowed for buildings in total on the lot).

i. Property address: (Various) JENKINS AVE NW, Annandale
ii. Sec/Twp/Range: 33-121-27
iii. Parcel number(s): 206116001010, 206116001020, 206116001030,
206116001040, 206116001050, 206116001060
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Natural Features:
o

Floodplain: The development is not within an identified floodplain.

o

Bluff/Steep Slopes: The lot does not contain a bluff or steep slopes.

o

Wetlands: There is a wetland on Lots 4 and 5 of the plat. More than half
of Lot 4 is taken up by the wetland.

Applicable Statutes/Ordinances:
605.

URBAN/RURAL TRANSITIONAL R-1

605.3

Accessory Uses
Garages and Non-Commercial pole structures subject to the following size
restrictions:

743

(a)

Lot area under 20,000 square feet - maximum 800 square feet
structure with maximum side wall height of 12 feet.

(b)

Lot area over 20,000 square feet but less than 80,000 square feet maximum 1400 square feet structure with maximum side wall
height of 14 feet.

(c)

Lot area over 80,000 square feet - maximum 2000 square feet
structure with maximum side wall height of 14 feet.

DETACHED ACCESSORY STRUCTURES
Detached accessory structures and garages on lots less than one acre shall not have a
second story, must have no more than six (6) feet of headroom in a rafter storage
area, and have a maximum 6/12 roof pitch.
Accessory buildings and structures, individually and combined (not to include
attached garages nor decks), on isolated residential parcels (those that are not
adjoining other residential parcels/lots) smaller than 10 acres in size shall not exceed
the following maximum size limits:
Parcel size
Less than 20,000 sq. ft.
20,000 sq. ft.-.99 acres
1-2.49 acres
2.5-4.99 acres
5-9.99 acres

Corinna Township
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Max. Building area
1000 square feet
1600 square feet
2400 square feet
3200 square feet
4000 square feet

Max. Sidewall
14 feet
14 feet
14 feet
14 feet
16 feet

4(f) - 2

Planning Commission Direction: The Planning Commission may recommend 1)
removing the previously imposted condition entirely; 2) modifying the previously
imposed condition; or 3) leaving the condition as it is with no changes.
Staff Comments: Staff has discussed this matter with the Wright County Planning &
Zoning Administrator and they have indicated they feel it is best left to the Township to
make this decision given that it is administering zoning.
Staff sees the following arguments on either side of this issue:
1. Leave the Condition As-Is: The restrictions should stay the way they are because
the lots in Danielson’s Rolling Ridge Acres have lots sizes generally around 1.6
acres and that is closest to the R-1 lot size (the next category up being R-2 with
2.5 acre minimums). Also that the area hasn’t developed with large sheds to this
point and allowing them would seem out of place. Finally, the field to the west is
in the City now and could potentially have smaller lots in the future where large
sheds on the Township lots would seem out of place.
2. Change/Eliminate the Condition: The other side of the argument is that the 1.6
or so acre lots are essentially in the same category as the lots across the road in
Kadabra (at least those that are along the road), which range from about 2-2.45
acres generally, with one that is almost 3 acres. For those that are under 2.5 acres
(most of them that are along the road), the restriction for a lot the same size as
those in Danielson’s Rolling Ridge Acres would be 2,400 sq ft. While the lots in
Kadabra haven’t put up that size shed, there is no reason they cannot. As such, a
2,400 sq ft shed on lots in the Danielson’s development would not be out of
character with what is allowed in Kadabra or that area in general (which has no
R-1 zoning anywhere near). If the point of the R-1 district’s restrictions on the
size of any one shed is to protect the character of areas with large numbers of
smaller lots, this particular area does not have that situation and thus the
restriction is unnecessary.
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Parcel ID
206116001010
Sec/Twp/Rng
33-121-027
Property Address
District
Brief Tax Description

Alternate ID n/a
Class
206 - RES 1-3 UNITS
Acreage
n/a

Owner Address KIERS,CARTER&
KOBIE DIERS
7958 IRVINE AVE NW
ANNANDALE, MN 55302

n/a
Sect-33 Twp-121 Range-027 DANIELSONS ROLLING RIDGE ACRES Lot-001 Block-001
(Note: Not to be used on legal documents)
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